
 

 

 

 

Enforcement Stats by Postcode 

 

 

 

Postcode Received Date Nature Reason Closed 

LS1  28/11/2023 Unauthorised advertisement Resolved by Negotiations 

LS10 14/11/2023 Unauthorised conversion of dwellinghouse into two 

self-contained flats 

Breach but time exempt 

LS12 06/10/2023 Development works to section of land off private 

road 

Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

LS13 04/10/2023 Use of land for vehicle sales Resolved by Negotiations 

20/10/2023 Erection of outbuilding- permitted development 

check 

Resolved by Negotiations 

30/10/2023 Erection of gates exceeding one metre in height 

adjacent to a highway used by vehicular traffic 

Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

08/11/2023 Unauthorised vehicular access in breach of 

enforcement notice under case *****D3 

Resolved by Negotiations 

05/12/2023 Change of use of storage space above garages into a 

self-contained flat 

Breach but time exempt 

LS15 23/10/2023 Non-compliance with pre-commencement 

conditions and window details under approval ***** 

Planning App Approved 

07/11/2023 Unauthorised rendering of property Breach but time exempt 

LS16 17/10/2023 Erection of extension onto existing conservatory Resolved by Negotiations 

17/10/2023 Erection of garden structure Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

18/10/2023 Unauthorised outbuilding- permitted development 

restriction under approval ***** 

Planning App Approved 

LS17 10/10/2023 Compliance check: plans and conditions under 

approval ***** 

Planning App Approved 

07/11/2023 Alterations to colour of window frames Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

07/11/2023 Alterations to colour of window frames Breach but time exempt 

28/11/2023 Erection of fence exceeding one metre in height 

adjacent to a highway used by vehicular traffic 

Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

LS18 24/10/2023 Use of land for the stationing of a caravan, erection 

of buildings 

Breach but time exempt 

30/11/2023 Erection of fencing, possible change of use of land Resolved by Negotiations 



 

 

 

 

LS20 22/11/2023 Installation of soil pipe to front of property in a 

conservation area 

Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

LS21 31/10/2023 Alterations to property- subject of application ***** Planning App Approved 

07/11/2023 Non-compliance with condition 12 (tree protection 

measures) under approval ***** 

Resolved by Negotiations 

LS23 05/10/2023 Erection of wall to rear Planning App Approved 

LS25 17/10/2023 Erection of fenced enclosure adjacent to a highway 

used by vehicular traffic 

Resolved by Negotiations 

LS26 04/10/2023 Installation of electric vehicle charging point, 

alterations to windows and erection of garden 

structures 

Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

04/10/2023 Erection of barrier- permitted development check Breach - Action to be Taken by 3rd 

Party 

20/11/2023 Non-compliance with condition 14 (bin store details) 

under approval ***** 

Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

LS28 16/11/2023 Compliance check: plans under approval ***** / ***** Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

LS4  17/10/2023 Erection of garden building to side of property, 

excavation works to front garden 

Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

LS6  04/10/2023 Installation of chimney on side extension- 

conservation area 

Planning App Approved 

09/10/2023 Unauthorised banner advertisement Resolved by Negotiations 

09/10/2023 Change of use from a residential property [Class C3] 

into a HMO 

Breach but time exempt 

LS8  06/10/2023 Erection of outbuilding in front garden Resolved by Negotiations 

03/11/2023 Erection of pergola Resolved by Negotiations 

06/12/2023 Unauthorised felling of Cedar tree located within a 

conservation area 

Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 

WF3  17/10/2023 Replacement of section of wall with steel fencing and 

attached cover 

Resolved by Negotiations 

30/11/2023 Compliance check: plans under approval *****H Breach but not Expedient to take 

Action 
 

 

 


